The mitigation and suppression of edge localized modes (ELMs) through application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) in Tokamak plasmas is a well documented phenomenon (142603) in DIII-D. In these codes, a self-consistent calculation of the plasma response due to the RMP coils is calculated. The VMEC code globally enforces the constraints of ideal MHD; consequently, a continuously nested family of flux surfaces is enforced throughout the plasma domain. This approach necessarily precludes the observation of islands or field-line chaos. The SPEC code relaxes the constraints of ideal MHD locally, and allows for islands and field line chaos at or near the rational surfaces. Equilibria with finite pressure gradients are approximated by a set of discrete 'ideal-interfaces' at the most irrational flux surfaces and where the strongest pressure gradients are observed. Both the VMEC and SPEC calculations are initialized from EFIT reconstructions of the plasma that are consistent with the experimental pressure and current profiles. A 3D reconstruction using the STELLOPT code, which fits VMEC equilibria to experimental measurements, has also been performed. Comparisons between the equilibria generated by the 3D codes and between STELLOPT and EFIT are presented.
Introduction
Interpretation of the modification of the plasma equilibrium due to resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) requires the ability to fit three dimensional equilibria (profiles and synthetic diagnostic response) to experimental measurements. Such a 3D reconstruction capability is provided by the STELLOPT code, previously developed for Stellarator optimization and reconstruction. [4, 5] A double-null (stellarator symmetric) shot was performed on the DIII-D device with applied n = 3 RMP (142603). In this shot, the edge localized modes (ELMs) were reduced in size but were not completely suppressed. A 3D reconstruction for this shot is performed using the STELLOPT code. Equilibria are then calculated with the SPEC code and results are presented. and Beltrami fields are constructed between the surfaces. This necessitates a stepped pressure approximation to a continuous pressure profile, however the number of steps has no limit and thus the code can approximate a continuous pressure gradient.
The fit of equilibrium parameters is constrained by experimental measurements and quantified in terms of chi-squared
Experimental measurements of Thomson scattering, MSE polarimetry, and magnetic diagnostics provide the target constraints. The current profile, pressure profile, total enclosed toroidal flux, and field coil currents, provide the equilibria parameters which are varied by the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm.
The SPEC code calculates the ideal MHD equilibrium response constraining the magnetic topology locally at a finite number of flux surfaces. These ideal interfaces (flux surfaces) are chosen to exist at highly irrational surfaces and large pressure gradients. Such irrational surfaces are considered to be robust to perturbations, while the existence of large pressure gradients requires flux surface topologies to exist locally in ideal MHD. (Table 1) , this is attributed to the choice of a slightly edge toroidal enclosed flux. The EFIT q 95 = 3.77 is larger than in the STELLOPT reconstruction as a bootstrap current model was not included in the 3D reconstruction. Figure 1 shows a plot of the reconstructed pressure profile gradient against the rotational transform. Here we begin to see a correlation between minimums in the electron pressure gradient and low order rational surfaces. 
